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6 While no one was looking, Daniel Roth has conjured a piece of haute 

horlogerie whose seeming frivolity belies rare craftsmanship: a world-

first automaton operating completely independently of its minute 

repeater movement. And should you still be baffled by the dice-play 

of the ‘Venetian Gambler’, you can always take your chances with the 

accompanying automaton maquette. 

Alex Doak

I find it reassuring that despite his cautious noises 

concerning Daniel Roth’s imminent state of health in 

the face of the oncoming financial onslaught, CEO 

Gérald Roden confidently goes on to state that the 

order book is actually full – nay, overbooked – for the 

SFr.750,000 Il Giocatore Veneziano wristwatch. But 

then, thankfully, there will always be an avid market 

for these niche, eccentric even, curiosities. It’s the 

same irrational passion that kept the art of horology 

itself alive during the Eighties; wealthy collectors 

commissioning the likes of FP Journe, George Daniels 

and even Roth himself (ex of his eponymous brand 

since the late Nineties) to restore or make archaic 

complications footed resolutely in the 18th century. 

Indeed, during last year’s Baselworld appointment 

with Daniel Roth’s unflappable brand manager, 

Didier Genton, the Venetian Gambler project was 

mentioned just as a casual footnote, amidst business 

as usual. Why make a song and dance about a 

30-piece one-off that will only appeal to, let’s say, 

30 collectors worldwide – probably the same 30 

who queued up last time? Detecting my excitement 

however, protocol was nervously discarded, and I 

was led by Genton even deeper into the catacombs 

of the Bvlgari Group’s vast exhibition hall. Turning 

a corner, and through an anonymous door, I found 

myself somewhere instantly reverent. Here, there 

was a studied calm; seats were lower, the pot plants 

lusher and the lighting dimmer. Clearly where the 

real collectors come to part with real money, and 

where journalists are not.

Backstage
Away from the hurried, strip-lit tray juggling of the 

appointment rooms upstairs, these were appropriate 
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surroundings for the spectacle about to 

unfold. For instead of the usual silk-hankie 

parcel proffered with white gloves, I was 

instead ushered to a glass cabinet, in which 

a decidedly larger specimen stood: a half-

metre tall, regally attired maquette, leaning 

motionless over a table, with an inverted 

cup in each hand. Motionless, that is, until 

Genton depresses a button behind the 

plinth. With eerily fluid movements – the 

strangeness no doubt heightened by the 

character’s amazingly lifelike features – 

‘Il Giocatore Veneziano’, or the ‘Venetian 

Gambler’ starts juggling his cups. Deep in 

concentration, blinking occasionally, and 

moving his whole body in rhythm, he lifts 

the cups to reveal a completely random 

combination of dice beneath.

You could watch for hours. Or rather, on 

the hour every hour, as the 8-day Daniel 

Roth clock mounted beneath has a striking 

mechanism that triggers a new game 

every 60 minutes. But that’s where Roth’s 

involvement ends – the gambler 

himself was brought to life in 

the workshop of a certain 

François Junod. One of very 

few ‘automatiers’ still operating, 

Junod is based in Sainte-Croix,  

in the Swiss Jura. He and his 

team of five toil away in an 

environment more akin to a 

Terry Gilliam gothic fairytale 

than the sterile cubicles of Switzerland’s 

watch ateliers: severed heads, animal 

parts, drawers full of eyeballs and torsos 

embedded with brass clockwork hang 

from the ceiling or lie strewn across messy 

benches. Junod himself even looks a bit  

like Gilliam – wild of hair and craggy of face.

It may seem bizarre, but the art of the 

automaton – essentially a device that 

imitates the movements of a living creature 

– is an ancient one and, like watchmaking, 

incredibly skilled and complex in nature 

(see box). The Venetian Gambler alone is 

exquisite in creation, comprising more than 

1,500 parts. The precise motion of his 

body, hands, head and eyes is controlled 

by a nine-cam mechanism, which contains 

more than 80 ball bearings. The secret 

to each die’s completely unpredictable 

result lies beneath the miniature table: a 

turning plate on which the dice discs spin 

arbitrarily. Because you need to rewind 

after six cycles, there’s a clutch that 

disconnects the clock’s trigger.

“I have known François for some time 

now,” reveals Roden, who has headed-up 

Daniel Roth and Gérald Genta since 2000. 

“But apart from his Jaquet Droz-inspired 

automatons [viz. ‘The Bird Magician’ 

and ‘The Writer’] he was not very well 

recognised beyond the industry. I wanted 

to do something that integrated our 

workmanship with his.”

In physicality, Il Giocatore Veneziano was 

inspired by a 16th-century Caravaggio 

painting, ‘The Cardsharps’, which currently 

hangs at the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort 

Worth. In essence however, it was meant 

as an accompaniment to a far more 

ambitious undertaking. “Some years 

ago,” Roden recalls, “at the end of an 

François Junod’s Venetian Gambler automaton 
with Daniel Roth timepiece in the base, 
comprising of more than 1,500 parts.
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exhibition, François and I were a bit tired and found ourselves talking into 

the evening…We vied to collaborate on a project that demonstrated the 

difference between a jaquemarts and a true automaton wristwatch.”

In miniature 
Sure enough, Junod’s elfin automaton duly witnessed, I’m then presented 

with the silk hankie parcel I’ve been waiting for all along. Within lies a 

remarkable wristwatch – its delicate mode of action quite as hypnotic as 

the half-metre-high maquette. Wisely keeping my involvement strictly 

hands-free, Genton draws back and releases the minute repeater lever 

on the left side of the case and the two cathedral gongs inside begin 

to chime the hours, quarters and minutes. Simultaneously, Caravaggio’s 

Venetian gambler, this time manifest in a painstakingly hand painted 

relief dial, comes to life. First his right, then his left arm pivot outwards 

to reveal the die beneath each cup, then a pause, then both arms lift again  

to reveal a completely new combination. And all the while, the candle flickers 

from orange to yellow to red. 

The whole cycle takes eight enchanting seconds. Impressively, Junod’s 

collaboration with Daniel Roth on the automaton mechanism means that 

there are seven different animation cycles, each with 72 possible dice 

combinations, giving 504 random permutations. What’s more impressive is 

that this is one of very few (Daniel Roth claim it’s the first) wristwatches 

ever made with a true automaton – in other words an action that can be 

operated independently of the minute repeater movement. All one must 

do is press the button at 5 o’clock to disconnect the two, then draw back 

and release the lever on the left again to activate the gambler’s dice-play,  

sans carillon.

The incredible neatness of it all is augmented by the fact the dial – a wonder in 

itself – gives nothing away until you pull the lever. Plus, through the sapphire 

François Junod and his team of five  
toil away in an environment akin to  
a Terry Gilliam gothic fairytale
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caseback, only Christophe Claret’s trusty 

7300 minute-repeater base movement is 

evident – Junod and Roth’s extra string-

pulling, so to speak, is hidden away dial-

side. Nonetheless, Il Giocatore Veneziano 

follows a tradition dating from the 17th 

century, when pocket watches began to 

depict animated scenes from mythology 

and daily life. Though referred to as 

‘automatons’, after the more elaborate 

craft practised by Junod and his ilk, these 

watches are invariably ‘jaquemarts’ 

in strict terms – a complication that 

achieved greatest popularity in 

Switzerland and France between 1800 

and 1840. One, two, three or even four 

dial-mounted ‘jacks’ hammer-out the 

hours in time with the repeater, each 

character performing a simple gesture in 

the process. The most common routines 

involve one or two jaquemarts striking 

bells, blacksmiths working metal or 

circus performers juggling and balancing 

(witness Ulysse Nardin’s ongoing series, 

again aided by Christophe Claret). 

However, as with much of the internet’s 

seedier content, it doesn’t take much 

Googling to unearth the automaton’s 

kinkier incarnations. Although known as 

‘erotic’, these watches, many dating back 

hundreds of years, rarely leave anything 

to the imagination. Modern collectors 

are referred to Svend Anderson for 

impeccably crafted specimens of seaside-

postcard-standard bawdiness.

For those who suspected Daniel Roth 

would always take themselves too 

seriously, even the relatively innocent 

pastime of the Venetian Gambler is a 

breath of fresh air. That Junod’s robot 

supposedly exists to highlight the 

meaning of a true, independently operable 

automaton is almost a moot point; rightly 

so, it actually serves more to heighten 

awareness of Junod’s dying craft via the 

relative razzmatazz of watchmaking. I’d 

usually be wary of a ‘unique piece’ made 

in series, but I’m delighted to hear Roden 

report, “We have four Junod automatons on 

order now. Yes, it was originally meant to 

be a one-off, to demonstrate the principal 

behind the watch, but many clients 

purchasing the wristwatch now 

want the automaton to accompany 

it. We can’t ignore that sort of 

patronage.”

The watch itself might still 

be the same old ellipsocurvex 

shape – a core piece of “brand 

DNA” from which Roden has sworn 

For those who suspected Daniel Roth 
would always take themselves too 
seriously, the Venetian Gambler is a 
breath of fresh air

Christophe Claret based minute repeater 
movement, DR 7300, modified by Daniel Roth 
with input from François Junod.
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Automata ‘androids’, of the sort made by François Junod, are complex 
mechanical devices generally depicting a moving person or an animal, 
known to have existed as far back in time as the Ming Dynasty.  

Automaton timepieces came into their own during the late 17th and early 
18th  centuries, thanks to the art of watchmaking. This period, in which 
the biomechanical conception of the human being arose, corresponds to 
the birth of numerous androids and mechanical animals by technicians 
interested in the natural sciences, aided by physicians. The greatest creators 
included Pierre and Louis Jaquet-Droz, whose famous ‘Automata’, refer to three moving dolls  
built between 1768 and 1774: the Musician, the Drawer and the Writer, each of whom 
actually play a miniature piano, draw a portrait and write. The dolls are still functional, and 
can be seen at the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire of Neuchâtel, in Switzerland. They 
are even considered to be among the remote ancestors of modern computers, 
owing to their intricate systems of co-axial cams and switches. However, on 
the face of it, these automata were designed and built as 
advertisements and toys to improve the sales of Jaquet-Droz’s 
watches among the nobility of Europe – much as François 
Junod’s Venetian Gambler has boosted the profile of Daniel 
Roth’s automaton wristwatch.

In the early 1800s, many automaton makers were magicians 
or creators inspired by the shows of illusionists that were very 
much in vogue at that time. Among the great magicians who 
built automatons is Jean Eugène Robert-Houdin, the father of 
modern style of conjuring.

The period from 1850 to 1914 is commonly known as the 
‘Golden Age of Automata’, when, with the industrial revolution, 
their creation became industrialized. About 10 artisans, living 
for the most part in the Marais section of Paris, churned out 
endless artifacts, less complex than those of the 18th century, 
but perhaps more endearing, since they were inspired by 
Parisian life and its notorious good life. Some collectable 
names include Théroude, Phalibois, Lambert and Bontemps. Automata of 
the 1880s to 1920s were typically powered by a spring motor and many 
incorporated a cylinder music box or small mechanical organ.

From World War I onwards, the craft has diminished, leaving just a few wealthy 
collectors with a not-inconsiderable responsibility.

never to deviate – but whether it’s very ‘you’ or not, 

it’s a joy to behold the dance of that hand painted 

dial, after a lifetime of austere guilloche and Roman 

numerals. And if you think this is fun, Roden lets slip 

a tantalising nugget before bidding farewell: “Many 

years ago, François and I originally wanted to do 

something with Gérald Genta – however, both of us 

are rather emotional characters and decided to leave 

it (before of course it all clicked with Daniel Roth). 

Having said that, Junod and I now have something 

very exciting planned for 2010. Yes, with Genta – with 

our Fantasy Mickey Mouse range, actually... Something 

a bit crazy!”

Given that Daniel Roth is in the offing for its own 

Sports range next year, perhaps Bvlgari’s smaller 

sister brands are finally discovering that elusive 

common ground.  1

Further information: www.danielroth.com




